Demo Supplement

This form is intended to help specifying requirements and needs for your demo at PerDis 2020. After submitting the form, in case some of your demo requirements change, please contact with the demo and video chairs.

We are looking forward to see your demo at the conference!

* Mandatory

Contact Details *
Please insert the main contact (name, email address, and phone number) or the names of everyone who should be included in future correspondence.

Submission Number *
You can find your submission number in the subject line of the confirmation email.

Demo Title *
This should be the same title you used for your paper or extended abstract.
Your Demonstration Setup
We want to understand better how your demonstration setup will look like.

Project Description *
A short description of the project that is demonstrated (about 100 words).

Interactions *
How will conference visitors be able to interact with the demo? For example: how long is a typical demo, how many people can you show the demo at the same time, can people interact themselves or is the presenter in control of the system, can the demo run without your presence, etc.
Technical Requirements
We want to understand what kind of equipment you will require or would need us to provide.

Support from the Organizers *
Please clearly describe what kind of support and equipment (e.g. displays, tables, power cords, stands, network connectivity, ...) you would need from the organizers so that you are able to run the demo. Please note that the organizers will provide you with wireless internet connectivity, poster stands, tables and chairs. If you don't require any support, please indicate that as well.

What kind of equipment will you bring? *
Please give us a list of equipment (displays, projectors, machines, ...) will you bring.

Estimated Space *
How much space will your demonstration approximately occupy? This just needs to be a rough estimate.
Anything else we need to know?
Please let us know if there is any more information that the organizers would need.